Participation is open to graduate and undergraduate students, as well as independent scholars who are interested in presenting original research on various disciplines across Southeast Asia, South Asia, Central Eurasia, and the Middle East, as well as transnational Asian studies. All SEASSI, SASLI, CESSI, APTLII, SIPI, and Intensive Summer Multilanguage Seminar students are encouraged to submit their abstracts and take advantage of this great academic opportunity to network with other scholars working in various fields and area studies.

All abstracts should describe in 250 words or less the research topic, methods, and argument, as panels will be created to accommodate submitted presentations. Please limit presentations to 15 minutes.

Submissions should include the following:

- **Title of Paper**
- **Abstract**
- **Three keywords pertaining to the paper**
- **Short bio of presenter, including the institute they are attending**

Please email submissions to seassi@seasia.wisc.edu.

**Abstract Deadline:** May 31, 2021

**Conference Date:** June 26, 2021